Clemens Bears Talented Design Team Our designer teddy bears have been dreamed up and brought to life by a team of renowned
designers in Germany. They are only made in limited numbers - and they do sell out. These
are much sought by children, adults and collectors the world over. Learn a little about the
creative minds behind these special bears.

Anna Dazumal
Anna created her first teddy bear in 1992, and since 2001 Anna has been making bears and
collector animals in the style of the "good old days”. A lot of love goes into each and every
creature she produces. Anna has earned many awards for her work.

Jack & Marion Finhold
The unmistakable Finhold bears have been designed for Clemens since 2004. The Finholds
find endless joy in the process of imaginative design, having devoted more than 20 years to
their craft.
Martina Lehr
Martina has been designing bears since 1995 under the motto "as made for you". Martina’s
bears are lovingly created showing many little details that are innately human and highly
collectable.
Eleonore Unkel Schäufelin
Eleonore has been designing bears since 1993, and has been a member of the Clemens
designer team since 2004. The new game animal collection was designed exclusively for
Clemens by Eleonore.

Angelika Gelibären
Angelika has been creating bears since 1995. Her love of bears began as a single gift, and has
now developed into a great life passion! Angelika draws inspirations from many sources, and
her favourites include the old traditional, the casual biker and happy gardener bears.

Katya Bespalova
Katya has a background of working with children, and what she liked most about all children
was that they are very open, sincere and natural. When Katya started designing bears she
wanted to endow her bears with the same qualities. Katya considers all her toys to be
children to some extent, and it is very important to her that her bears look as if they are
‘alive’ - even if they don't look like real bears. Katya’s slogan is, "Feel with your soul!” When
she is making a toy she gives a small part of her soul to it, and that is what she wants the
bear owners to feel.

Solvita Baudele
Solvita has been crafting bears since 2008, and believes that there is something about a
Teddy Bear that is quite impossible to explain. Solvita says, “When you hold one in your
arms, you get a feeling of love, comfort and home. A home without a Teddy Bear is just a
house”.

